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SCULPTURE



´Spring´ 

´Little Treasure´ 

´Reflections of a Journey´ 

Photos: Fotograf Bjørn Sindre Høydalsvik, Norway

The Mountain 

Rays of primal force

an energy I will take part in

Embrace

be close to

Create new forms

capture a mood

freeze a moment

of the ephemeral

Torild

The expression in Torild`s artwork is a reflection of the 
Nordic nature and the existence life that surrounds her.
The powerful white snowy mountains, blue glacier`s 
and the Northern Lights gives the inspiration to the 
compositions between stone and glass. 
Her art capture a moment of time, a glimpse of a 
wonder of the elements, and give the viewer a 
sensuous, peaceful and meditative experience.

Skulpturene Torild former er en refleksjon av naturen og 
livet som omgir henne. De kraftfulle snødekte fjellene, 
blå isbreer og nordlyset gir en inspirasjon til 
komposisjonene i marmor og glass.
Hennes kunst fanger et øyeblikk av tiden, et lite glimt 
av elementene, og gir betrakteren en sanselig, fredfull 
og meditativ opplevelse.  

Member of assosiations:   

Norwegian Proffesional Visual Artists - NBK
Norwegian Sculptors  - NBF
International Sculture Center - ISC
Sculpture Network –SN
Norwegian Graphic Artists- NG

CV and more information:   
www.art-sephia.com 
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´Blue Secret´ 



´Morning Dew´ 



´Spring´ 



FjellET

Stråler av urkraft

en energi jeg vil ta del i

Omfavne

være nær

Skape nye former

fange en stemning

fryse et øyeblikk

av det forgjengelige

Torild

Viewing the marble mountains in Carrara, Italy.

Choosing a block from Cava Michelangelo, Italy.

Working in ´La Piastra´ in Carrara, Italy.
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FjellET

Stråler av urkraft

en energi jeg vil ta del i

Omfavne

være nær

Skape nye former

fange en stemning

fryse et øyeblikk

av det forgjengelige

Torild

´Reflections of a Journey´ 



´The Well´ 



´Created by Water´ 

´Waves´ 



´ The Stream´ 

´Catching the Northern Lights´ 



´Catching the Northern Lights´ 



´Mountain Window´



´Captured´
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´Joy´

From the opening of the exhibition in Carrara, Italy.
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´Floating´
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To stand by the ocean
close my eyes.....
let the salty seabreeze
create glimpses of memories
                  

                         Torild



Torild expresses her art in several techniques, although the sculpting has been 
closest to her heart the last ten years. She began as a painter, studying at both 
Granum Artschool in Oslo, and Aalesund Artschool, studied glasswork at GlassForum, 
and carving in stone at Nerland Granite in Eide and La Piastra Carrara, Italy. 

The three-dimensional expression in granite and marble captured her and gave new 
possibilities. Both the physical and mental challenge caught her creativity, and 
interacting with the glass she felt it happened a kind of metamorphoses in 
her art-expression, like a Ying and Yang, -  a harmony in both the sculpture and herself. 
The curiosity to learn more about carving led her to Italy, enjoying a course by 
Al Nassar in La Piastra, Carrara. This open to an exciting art-scene that inspired to a 
further collaboration for years.

After meeting the powerful marble mountains in Carrara, she was captured in lifelong 
love of the white beautiful marble, the atmosphere, the people and the art.
Torild travels to Italy several times a year to create sculptures in beautiful marble from 
Michelangelo cave in Carrara, nearby the Ligurian Ocean in Tuscany. The alternate 
work between Eide, Norway and Italy brings joy, energy and inspiration to new 
artprojects.

Torild is grateful to all the fantastic family and friends for the great support and helping 
hand during the prosess, and with moving the big scuptures to exhibitions in Norway 
and abroad. 

A big THANKS to my husband Einar, Torben Nerland, Ole Chistian Nerland, 
and all the helpers at Nerland Granite in Eide, and Al Nassar Italy.  



 ´Embracing the Treasure´



SCULPTURE Exhibition
  



Oppdagelsesferdene 
i møte med havet,
de grasiøse formene
og fargespillet i det
glassklare vannet,
har gitt meg inspirasjon
til ”Strømninger”.
                                   
  Torild

An unique sculptureproject in marble from north to south 
in Europe, and a cooperation between two artists  
Torild Storvik Malmedal, Eide/Fræna Norway and Usama Al 
Nassar from Carrara Italy. www.alnassar.it

The exhibition shows sculptures in different types of marble, 
and the individual exspression of the artists work.

The artists are grateful to “Naas Kalksteinsbrudd AS” in Eide 
for the support, participation and enthusiasm that made it 
possible to realize this great event inside the mountain on 
The West Coast of Norway.  

Summer 2010 a new exhibition will take place in the famous 
“Michelangelo cave“ in Carrara Italy. Information on www.sephia.no 
 

Exhibitions 2009/10
An unique sculptureproject in marble from north to south 
in Europe, and a cooperation between two artists  
Torild Storvik Malmedal, Eide/Fræna Norway and Usama Al 
Nassar from Carrara Italy. 

The exhibition shows sculptures in different types of marble, 
and the individual exspression of the artists work.

The artists are grateful to “Naas Kalksteinsbrudd AS” in Eide 
for the support, participation and enthusiasm that made it 
possible to realize this great event inside the mountain on 
The West Coast of Norway.

    

 

In the Marble Mountains of Naas, Norway 

Give me  - 
a piece of the mountain
a little fragment of eternity...
and it will tell me something

We keep a close conversation 
through rough tools...
and soft caressing touches
with the hand....

Then I create you 
into a new story...

Torild



Torild Storvik Malmedal
Norway/ Italy

ART SEPHIA

www.art-sephia.com

torild@sephia.no
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